Abstract. The advent of the WWW and distributed information systems have made it possible to share documents between different users and organisations. However, this has created many problems related to the security, accessibility, right and most importantly the consistency of documents. It is important that the people involved have access to the most up-to-date version of the documents, retrieve the correct documents and should be able to update the documents repository in such a way that his or her documents are known to others. In this paper we propose a method for organising, storing and retrieving documents based on similarity contents. The method uses techniques based on information retrieval, document summarisation and term extraction and indexing. This methodology is developed for the E-Cognos project which aims at developing tools for the management and sharing of documents in the construction domain.
Introduction
The main activity of most PC users is about creating, managing, deleting and retrieving electronic documents. Thanks to the existing file management systems, this organisation is performed using hierarchical structures. These structures categorise documents using their properties. For example, we would create a file "Lecture1.ppt" in the subdirectory "Lectures" which is itself a subdirectory of the "Object-Oriented Design" subdirectory. In fact we are associating some semantics to the created file. It is a lecture for the "Object-Oriented Design" module. However, using strict hierarchical filing can make it hard for users to perform the following operations [5] : File documents: documents can appear in only one place; Manage documents: locations in the hierarchy is used for organisational and management purposes; Locate documents: Document may be filed according to one criterion but retrieved according to another; Share documents: different structures for different people. The task becomes more complex when dealing with various documents of one or many organisations. The problem becomes even more complex if the WWW is used as the place to exchange and School of Sciences, Computer Science Information Systems Institute organise these documents. Another major problem faced with shared documents is consistency whereby everybody interested in the document should be aware of any changes made to the document. Some systems have been developed to address some of these issues. The Presto system [4, 5] aims at creating placeless documents and attempts to create a more natural and fluid forms of interaction with a document space. DocMan [2] is a document management system which supports cooperative preparation, exchange and distribution of documents. The system particularly stressed on the loss of work done simultaneously on a document and access restrictions. The Zelig System [3] was developed for managing multiple representation documents.
In this paper we present a methodology for maintaining document consistency using similarity content. This methodology is developed for the E-Cognos project which aims at developing tools for the management and sharing of documents in the construction domain. The approach is based on generic principles related to information retrieval and knowledge management. The aim of this project is to exploit these principles to develop an approach that will support consistency across large knowledge repositories maintained in a heterogeneous and distributed collaborative business environment. The approach is based on a solid theoretical foundation, and will be deployed in a real business environment. The remaining of the paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we present the motivation and the background behind the project. Section 3 will define the different types of document handled in this project. In section 4 we present the generic model of the methodology used for poorly structured documents. Sections 5 and 6 presents variants of the methodology for documents with text formatting structure and highly structured documents. We end the paper with a short conclusion.
Background and Motivation
Numerous documents of diverse nature are involved in the construction domain. These documents are of two types: drawings and written documents. Drawings are the straightforward media to convey most of the information needed by construction companies and include a lot of information that can be hard to put into a textual format. They are usually more formal and comprehensive than text information. Moreover written documents are complementary to drawings, they are the traditional support of an engineering project description. Some of them such as building codes, examples of technical solutions, computation rules define the legal context of a project. Others like technical specifications documents or bill of quantities are generated by the engineering activities and often have a contractual importance.
The documents generated within the entire life cycle of a construction project, and especially during the design stage, need to be of quality in order to provide a reliable basis for contractors to perform their construction activities. Documents of quality are obtained by ensuring, during their production, a coherent and consistent structuring both on the logical and physical side. This structuring is relevant in the sense that the semantics of a document can be efficiently mastered and thus correctly described.
